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Take a look at our range of expansion packs for your Spectrasonics Omnisphere 2 including award-winning collections from
The Unfinished, ILIO, Sound Dust, Audiority and more.. Omnisphere 1 PriceOmnisphere For CheapOmnisphere Power Synth
2Omnisphere For CheapOmnisphere 2 Digital Download BuyBuy Omnisphere CheapHaving recorded and reproduced the keys
sounds for over 300 worship songs for Worship Online, I spend a lot of time using software to make keyboard sounds..
Omnisphere is cross-platform compatible with Apple Macintosh OS X 10 4 and higher as a native Universal Binary and also
with Microsoft Windows XP/Vista.

Try a free demo version today It is also worth mentioning that keyboardists from almost any notable worship band like Hillsong
and Bethel are using Omnishpere to create their keys sounds.. Omnisphere’s “ arpeggiator” is much better suited for live worship
than the arpeggiators found in MainStage.. The options for upgrading were overwhelming Hardware synths usually specialize in
one area and are expensive.. Before I get started, I have to tell you that this article has no affiliation with Omnisphere, nor am I
getting payed to say any of this.
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However, I also needed a powerful, edgy, dance synth to give that energetic drive at the beginning of a worship set.. So
Omnisphere is definitely something to pay attention to We’ve been fine for years, why software now?My transition from the
built in keyboard sounds to using software is one that I imagine many keyboardists can relate to.. However, as worship music
began to evolve, songs began to shift more focus onto synthesizers.

cheaper version of omnisphere

My favorite piece of software quickly became Omnisphere If you’re looking to upgrade your keys rig, or if you’re just looking
to find that perfect tool for your setup, here are some reasons why I chose to drop $500 on a piece of software called
Omnisphere.. The saying, “you get what you pay for” really is true I’ve been blown away by the power and functionality of this
plugin.. For the style of worship music we were playing in the late 90’s and early 2000’s, the four preset keyboard sounds (Piano
I & II, E Piano I & II) and a single volume fader were more than enough to fulfill the keyboard roll on any worship team.. I
needed a software plugin that could give me beautiful, ambient, warm synth pads to cover empty spaces between songs..
Omnisphere Provides A Massive Catalog of Sounds

how to get omnisphere cheap

With Omnisphere’s arpeggiator you can use both “ key” and “ sync” settings for the trigger input when playing pulsing, stepping,
or arpeggiated synths.. I grew up playing piano and keyboards in church on a basic old school keyboard For all you keyboardist
who care, it was a Korg SG-1D Sampling Grand Piano.. As a classically trained pianist, this transition was a bit difficult for me
Many of my favorite songs now used aggressive dance synths or warm ambient synth pads, and my current keyboard was not
cutting it.. I already owned a Macbook Pro, so I officially made the jump to software, and I’ve never looked back.. And to top it
all off, I needed to be able to adjust my sounds at any given moment to facilitate the needs of our worship team and leader..
Dexed is a multi-platform, multi-format plugin synth that is closely modeled on the Yamaha.. I am just here to share with you
my genuine experience to potentially help you (the keyboardists or band leader) as you are navigating the world of keyboard
software.. Worship teams regularly switch out members and the instrumentations vary from Sunday to Sunday.. The
Boxed/Drive Editions of our products are available exclusively from our international distributor and dealer network.. I felt
much better about my purchase after realizing that I wouldn’t need to replace this synth anytime soon. d70b09c2d4 
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